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“We are still in Eden; the wall that shuts us out is our own ignorance and folly.”
- Thomas Cole

Richard Barlow
Artist Statement

I spent June of 2016 sailing in the Arctic Ocean on the three-masted barquentine Antigua. For
most of the trip we hewed closely to the fjords and islands of the Svalbard archipelago.
However, one night we sailed due north, only stopping when we hit the impenetrable pack ice a
little past the 81st parallel. We anchored the ship to an ice floe and got out to wander around,
and to explore the floating ice in small Zodiak landing craft. That is where I took the source
photographs for this drawing. This was the furthest north the Antigua had ever been able to sail,
almost certainly due to the shrinking of the pack ice caused by the ever-warming waters of the
Arctic Ocean.
Biography

Richard Barlow is a visual artist and musician. He has an MFA from the University of Minnesota
and a BFA from the Rhode Island School of Design. His work is exhibited nationally. He is
currently an Assistant Professor of Art at Hartwick College, in Oneonta, NY. Previously, he taught
at the Minneapolis College of Art and Design, Gustavus Adolphus College, St Cloud State
University and the Interlochen Center for the Arts. His recent band, Take Acre, released their
self-titled debut LP at the end of 2010, followed by a digital only album, "Cut from a Cloud,"
and a limited edition vinyl EP featuring their cover of Arvo Part's "Spiegel im Spiegel.' For the
past decade he has worked as one of the co-curators and organizers of Heliotrope, a three-day
festival of underground local music in Minneapolis.

Coby Berger
Artist Statement

I like to find photographs. I occasionally have an idea of what I’m looking for, but it is the
process of looking that I enjoy and what attracts me to photography. I use it as a tool to
document what I find. These encampments are attractive to me because they are constructed in
the woods with the intention of being hard to find. I never expect to come across one. Any
future photographs depend solely on me being able to discover more.
Biography

Coby Berger is a student currently working towards his BA in Photography (2018) at the
University at Albany. His work has been exhibited regionally in the Photography Regional and
the 120º Intercollegiate Regional at Saratoga Arts Center. His work was recently awarded the
Albany Center Gallery Award and the Roanne Kulakoff Research Award.

Terry James Conrad
Artist Statement

I see a print as not a fixed mark but an evolving trace that can change from the initial impression.
Like a memory, scar or learning moment the impression sets in motion a slow evolving change.
The unclear moments of printmaking fascinate me. Working at the press the moment of blindly
lifting the paper off this tool; the plate, is the moment where certainty appears, then goes again.
Process is inseparable from the finished object. With a focus on the transformation of materials,
I explore opposites; control and chance, waste and decoration, finite and recycled materials. I
use print media and its language to explore the process-based themes of systems, such as
geology, architecture and the landscape. Combined with print processes, I use sculpture, paper
making and design to explore these themes.
In the studio, I comb through a growing collection of found objects, scraps and raw
materials. Often projects have parameters based on materials or the location where they were
found. I play with and explore these found materials with an interest in both craft and an
unrefined, direct sensibility.
The found object printing presses are constructed tools that aid in printing. The resulting image
is an impression created over several days, through oxidation of metals and hand made inks left
on the paper. Making a multiple in a slow and inefficient manner. The project has evolving
perimeters based on exhibitions and new questions. The results are meditative images that are
suggestive of rocks and minerals, which also form over time and under pressure. The presses are
built in piles and tiers as if they are themselves layers or strata.
Biography

Terry James Conrad is a printmaker and sculptor living in Round Lake, NY. He was the 2015-16
Grant Wood Fellow in Printmaking at the University of Iowa. Terry was recently awarded First
Prize in the exhibition Ink, Press, Repeat at William Paterson University in 2016. He received his
BFA from Alfred University and his MFA from Cranbrook Academy of Art. Two person and solo
exhibitions have been at the New Art Center (Newton, MA), Good Weather Gallery, (North Little
Rock, AR) and Vox Populi, (Philadelphia, PA). Terry has also been in exhibitions at IPCNY,
University of Iowa Museum of Art and other project spaces.
He has been awarded residencies at Frans Masereel Centrum (Belgium), Penland School of Craft
(North Carolina) and the Vermont Studio Center. In 2014, he was awarded a SPAF grant to
develop the Adirondack Forum, a collapsible venue made of old printing blocks and other found
wood that functioned as a meeting place, performance space and classroom.
He is currently assisting his partner Rachel Ziegler-Sheridan whom founded the Round Lake
School, which is a preschool in Round Lake, NY that follows the teaching philosophies of Reggio
Emelia. Rachel and Terry also co-organize visual and performance-based events at the Round
Lake Auditorium.

Laura Moriarty
Artist Statement

Taking poetic license with geology, I compare processes of the studio with processes of the
earth. Layers of color form the strata of a methodology in which the immediacy of the hand can
translate a sense of deep time. Working and reworking molten, richly pigmented beeswax, each
sculpture and work on paper is built up through a slow, simple yet strenuous physical
engagement, which often becomes a metaphor for the ephemerality of life.
Biography

Born in Beacon, New York, she received training through an apprenticeship in hand
papermaking (1986-1990), and is otherwise self-taught. Since 1992, Laura's work has been
presented in numerous exhibitions, both nationally and internationally. Recent solo exhibitions
include "Moving Mountains" at Oklahoma State University's Gardiner Gallery, "Intimate
Monuments" at OK Harris Works of Art in New York City, and "Scratched Record" at the
Handwerker Gallery at Ithaca College. Recent group exhibitions include "GeoMagic: Art,
Science and the Zuhl Collection" at New Mexico State University, Los Cruces; "Empire of Dirt"
at the Paul Robeson Galleries at Rutgers University; "Translating Earth, Transforming Sea" at the
Walton Arts Center in Fayetteville, Arkansas; and "Field Notes: Revisions" at the Jyväskylä Art
Museum in Finland. Moriarty's work is held in the permanent collections of The Philip and Muriel
Museum of Art at Ursinus College; The New York Public Library; the Progressive Art Collection,
Cleveland, Ohio; The Royal Museum of Art, Antwerp, Belgium; and The Robert B. Haas Family
Arts Library at Yale University.
Laura’s honors include an Invididual Support Grant from the Adolph & Esther Gottlieb
Foundation (2016), a residency at the Baer Art Center in North Iceland (2016), a Vermont Studio
Center Fellowship (2015), two Pollock-Krasner Foundation Grants (2007, 1997), a Frans Masereel
Center Residency, Belgium (2004, 2000), and Ucross Foundation Residency (1996). Her work is
featured in several books and publications, including 'Making the Geologic Now: Responses to
Material Conditions of Contemporary Life', edited by Elizabeth Ellsworth and Jamie Kruse,
published by Punctum Books (2013), and has been reviewed in The Philadelphia Enquirer, The
New York Times, Beautiful Decay Magazine, Artillery Magazine, New Art Examiner and The Plain
Dealer, among others. She is the author of an artist’s book, 'Table of Contents', self-published in
2012.

Phil Underdown
Artist Statement

In the 1940s, a wetland was filled and leveled to create an airstrip. An artificial grassland was
born. Over time the original trees and plants of the wetland returned only to be cut back by
mowers and grazing animals. In the 1990s, the abandoned airstrip became the Shawangunk
Grasslands National Wildlife Refuge. Now the runways crumble as plants sprout through cracks
in the tarmac, and the sun, rain, and snow take their toll. Mowers still cut the grass to hold back
the succession to forestland. From the outside world, development, changing agricultural
practices, and habitat loss slowly press on its borders.
Grassland exists in a hybrid state. Like an imitation of a natural landscape, it attempts to be
something that it never was, and can’t be without constant intervention. In this mowed plain, the
ultimate ordered terrain, we see a panorama of policy; of decisions made in faraway offices
where flatness and straight lines flow from an engineer’s pen rather than from some natural
process. Trees appear like plots on a map, isolated in Grassland’s vastness, only at the edges
allowed to grow unchecked. One year this half gets mowed, the next year that half. A tractor fills
the niche that would be occupied by brushfires. For the grasshoppers who make constant take
offs and landings in the late summer, or the coyotes whose droppings remind us of their
presence, the creator of these runways is irrelevant. After four years of photographing in its 500
acre expanse, I can begin to bring Grassland into focus.
These images are a type of fiction; a story of a place told through the traces of its inhabitants—a
tire mark here, a bird house or a puddle of broken glass there. Signs of its past, present, and
future mark its rationalized topography like small-scale reenactments of the dramas playing out
in the world around it.
An archeology of the present, the images depict the landscape of this time--managed but wild,
planned yet unpredictable, expressed not through traces that have left their mark for centuries
or millennium, but through phenomena that are more fleeting and ephemeral, some playing out
over a season or years, others lasting a mere afternoon.
Biography

Phil Underdown has an MFA in Photography from the School of Visual Arts in New York and a
BA in Photography from Hampshire College. His work is in the collections of the Philadelphia
Museum of Art, CPW collection at the Samual Dorsky Museum of Art, and the Smithsonian
American Art Museum. His book "Grassland," was named one of the best photo books of 2010
by photo-eye. He splits his time between the Hudson and Champlain Valleys of New York.

Jacqueline Weaver
Artist Statement

Art is always about response--whether it be a response to a mark that came before, a book, a
news story, a personal event, a space. It is the tangible product of thinking and processing our
environment. My work serves as a blueprint for synthesizing the constant stream of information
moving through the world and creating a strategy of mobilization within it--a way to keep me
moving against a current that I cannot face alone.
My work is a social endeavor. I have observed that through experiencing and participating, we
begin to feel that we are all part of something larger, even if we don't know what that is.
Participating is the feeling of connection, of being small, of anxiety, performing, discovery,
uncertainty, vulnerability, joy.
Participating asks for an action, or perhaps an offering--the action of drawing on walls, walking
through the city, listening to a stranger, telling your story, writing a poem, reading it out loud,
touching the art, trespassing, crossing a threshold.
My current work poses questions such as: How do we look at the difficult things happening
around us without losing our minds? Is that even possible? How do we continue to pay
attention? How did we become so deeply divided by borders, visible and invisible? How do we
bear witness to trauma, sit with it, hold it, grieve? What are the ethical implications of (not)
paying attention to these things?
Biography

Jacqueline Weaver is an artist, educator and curator living in Troy, NY. Her current
interdisciplinary work focuses on art as a participatory endeavor and catalyst for opening
dialogue around border conflict. Jacqueline’s work addresses cultural interpretations of
histories– personal and universal, recent and long past. She is the cofounder of the collaborative
practice forceperunit and founder of the border projects, which recently received support from
the New York State Council on the Arts' DEC grant. She currently teaches at the College of Saint
Rose and Hudson Valley Community College. Jacqueline Weaver received an Interdisciplinary
MFA in 2016, with work in Social Practice, Sculpture and New Media from The School of the Art
Institute at Chicago, and a BFA, MA from The College of Saint Rose in Albany, NY.
  
  
  

Michael Van Winkle
Artist  Statement  
  

Painting and drawing give me access to an exciting relationship between physical stillness and
perceptual change. Images present the unmoving fact of the physical, while also triggering a
flexible, internal trajectory towards memory, fiction and places far away. This attraction to
something formally concrete but full of associative potential is an undercurrent, which
consistently flows through my work and focuses my explorations through a variety of subjects
and wide ranging material variations.
In this last year, my paintings have evolved to include figures embedded in flexible
environments of shapes and abstract characters. My desire to compose fictional spaces
inhabited by figures, animals and objects is expressed alongside an equal attraction to explore
abstract shapes as well as the subtle meaning of physical materials and process. I’m interested in
the visual elasticity of these images. Elements with common traits emerge and recede together
based on shifting points of focus. The works seem to deflect the subject as much as reveal it.
Apparently incidental marks compete for attention with the figures whose actions are obscured
by the lines and shapes, which surround and define them.
My charcoal drawings have a clarity, which contrasts the densely filled paintings. The figure
prominently occupies the foreground in each drawing; often crouching or bending in order to fit
the constraints of the page. The simplicity of the line, which describes both the figures and their
surroundings, puts a focus on elemental visual qualities in the midst of a clearly representational
picture. The images appear dense with simple shapes and divisions of space. These drawings
are made without erasing or revision. Every mark and decision remains a visible part of the final
drawing.
Biography

Michael Van Winkle received his BFA in 2003 from Alfred University, and MFA from the State
University of New York at Albany in 2008. Van Winkle has exhibited his work throughout the
United States and abroad, most notably ECA+Gallery, Easthampton, MA, Vox Populi Gallery,
Philadelphia, PA, ArtSpace, New Haven, CT, and Art Athina, Athens, Greece. Van Winkle is a
Lecturer of Creative Arts at Sienna College and lives in Mechanicville, NY.
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